Across cultures, even in ancient times, people gathered at locations of historical importance to learn about—and to commune with—the place. From petroglyphs to augmented reality, for pleasure and for profit, interpretive services have been developed in many media forms over the millennia, encouraging various activity modes. Today, federal history agencies of all sorts are responsible for rendering these built environments, to provide heritage interpretation, or localized educational activities. Visitors to these historic sites inherently arrive with a latent desire to learn, craving greater depth of understanding, and seeking interaction, entertainment, dialogue, engagement, and motivation. In an attempt to serve those diverse needs, heritage sites worldwide have designed
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programs and created diverse media forms, from object labels to brochures, from audio tours to interactive multimedia exhibitions.\(^4\) While a dynamic personal attendant for each visitor might be the idealized interpretive strategy, limited resources dictate difficult choices on such matters, and site managers must also balance relatively limited budgets, many of which have been shrinking in recent years. Traditional supplemental media, such as paper brochures, have been considered both efficient and effective for sharing broad interpretive messages. Yet the convergence of media forms within mobile technologies, such as smartphones and tablet computers, means that a single hand-held device, provided and maintained by the visitor, can offer each person a tailored tour of all of the institution’s mediated assets, including animation, text, audio, still imagery, and video, plus an instantaneous connection to all of the world’s related information available on the Internet. When considering the interpretive media options available, then, site managers might consider what mobile technologies could do, compared to what other media forms already are offering, and analyze whether mobile might be a better way to share information and stories through emerging channels.

As an example of this situation, the National Park Service (NPS) caretakes about 400 prominent places in the United States, two-thirds of which are primarily history-oriented. The agency also aspires to become the nation’s largest outdoor classroom.\(^5\) The NPS meanwhile acknowledged in a 2010 report that the job of site interpretation already had been largely given to media objects—such as wayside signs, brochures, audio tours, etc.—with each form providing its unique range of informational opportunities as well as inherent limitations. The agency’s sites attracted about 280 million visitors that year, and an estimated 78 percent of those had no interpretive interactions whatsoever with staff members, relying entirely on mediated information to develop deeper understandings about the places they were visiting.\(^6\)

The Organization of American Historians undertook an independent examination of the agency in 2012 and found that, although several model projects were identified, the National Park Service “can do more to harness the power of technologies that offer specific promise to advance historical research, interpretation, and connections between the agency staff and the larger historical profession, as
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well as public engagement with the past,” adding that mobile apps are well-suited to location-based historical interpretation built upon growing databases of historical archival material.  

With such pressing needs for flexible, powerful, and high-quality mediated interpretation, this case study describes the development around that time of a National Endowment for the Humanities–funded interpretive mobile application, or app, within the National Park Service system. This account reflects upon a period roughly from the first telephone call in June 2009 that started the project to the app’s eventual launch in June 2012. It focuses on key decision points and stages in this process, including how we laid the foundation for the work, how we established a focus, and how we overcame various technical issues. We hope that this account will raise issues and provoke discussions about the planning and completion of such a project as a way to prepare federal history site managers for undertaking similar endeavors.

**Background**

In 2006, the National Park Service released the Interpretation and Education Renaissance Action Plan, which recommended “a new focus and change” in five areas. One of these areas, “Use New Technologies,” recognized that “technology offers new and tremendous opportunities—not to replace national park experiences, but to make intangible meanings available in ways never before imagined. To remain relevant to today’s visitor, the NPS must be a leader in the use of technology applied to informal learning.”  

In part, this report conceded that technological advances had “changed the way Americans communicate, find community, learn and think—yet NPS interpretive media are outdated by an average of 20 years.” In response, the report proffers recommendation 6.0: “Encourage and Adopt Innovation in Interpretive and Educational Technology,” finding that

information technology has become part of every American’s life in the twenty-first century. It is influencing how people learn and interact with each other at the most fundamental levels. Currently, some parks are experimenting with technological innovations such as webcams, podcasts, and mobile communications. To
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remain relevant in the lives of young people and embrace how Americans receive and use knowledge in the Information Age, the National Park Service must use appropriate technologies as they become available, and be a leader in adapting technology to enhance place-based learning in park settings and at a distance.¹⁰

As an extension of that effort, the National Park Service has also been working on a New Strategic Plan for Interpretation, Education and Volunteers, 2013–2016 (in the public comment stage, as of this printing), which includes the additional goal of the agency to “use leading-edge technologies and social media to effectively communicate with and capture the interest of the public.”¹¹

From a broader perspective, the National Park Service did not invent the concept of historic site interpretation, but the agency has consistently generated innovative advances within this communicative field for more than a century. John Muir, living and working in Yosemite Valley in the 1870s, used the term “interpret” to describe his process of writing about, understanding, and sharing information about the complex natural environment around him. About a decade later, U.S. Army soldiers, stationed near the Upper Geyser Basin in Yellowstone, explained the thermal features of the world’s first national park to visitors via “cone talks,” one of a variety of precedents that can be considered part of the lineage of the agency’s modern interpretive services. Those advancements in mediated communication also include the design of paths, plant labels, and an arboretum in Yosemite National Park in 1904. Traces of this lineage can be seen in the design of paths and accompanying wayside signs at many historic sites today. Interpretive efforts include the assembly and display of prehistoric artifacts at Casa Grande Ruin Reservation in 1905, the origin of the organization’s museum exhibits. They also include the series of printed handbooks, focused on larger parks and on such topics as “The Secret of the Big Trees: Yosemite Sequoia” (developed in the 1910s by the Department of the Interior), an ancestor of supplemental media forms, such as brochures. These brochures can be seen as the forerunners of interpretive innovations tied to technological advancements, eventually leading to different kinds of multimedia displays, including audio tours and video exhibits, designed to increase popular and political support but also to encourage in situ education about natural as well as historic places of special interest.¹²
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While Freeman Tilden did not invent the activity of interpretation, he did develop and codify an important initial set of operating principles. He provided a guiding definition of such efforts, as “an educational activity which aims to reveal meanings and relationships through the use of original objects, by first-hand experience, and by illustrative media, rather than simply to communicate factual information.” This definition and Tilden’s “six principles of interpretation” have helped to shape the philosophy of interpretation for the 21st century as well. This is typified by the updated and expanded principles offered by Larry Beck and Ted T. Cable and the streamlined definition of interpretation used today by the National Association for Interpretation, in which the term is defined as “a mission-based communication process that forges emotional and intellectual connections between the interests of the audience and the meanings inherent in the resource.”

From such a historical perspective, developing a mobile app for a national park is a logical extension of decades of experimentation with new media forms within interpreter circles and of an evolving sense of the scope and purpose of interpretation. While the thermal features at the Upper Geyser Basin in Yellowstone might not have changed much in the past century, the scientific (and inherently human) understandings of those features have developed dramatically, the number and range of communication channels available for spreading information about those features has increased substantially, and each new media form applied to the interpretation and mediation of those features offers unique affordances and constraints that shape the messaging. As Marshall McLuhan and Quentin Fiore famously stated, “the medium is the message.”

Starting with Socrates’s predictions of how writing would change the world of orality for the worse—available for us today, ironically, because Plato wrote about them—each new medium typically attracts utopian and dystopian discourses as a way to find the edges of the medium’s appropriate place in time and worthwhile uses. This article’s focus upon the mobile medium, as a new delivery channel
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for historical interpretation, is founded upon Joshua Meyrowitz’s conceptualization of Medium Theory, in which the particularities of the medium, rather than the media content, create the infrastructure of the built environment, including what can and cannot be done, and what can and cannot be shared and learned, reshaping people and culture within a socio-historical context.\textsuperscript{17} In later writings, Meyrowitz argued that medium studies should focus upon the emerging possibilities afforded by a new medium, and the new forms built upon those possibilities.\textsuperscript{18} Under that directive of creatively exploiting a new medium for both old and new purposes, this case study describes the development of an interpretive mobile app designed at a National Historic Site. Its purpose is to challenge traditional understandings about mediated interpretation, not simply to shift media messages from other forms into a new shell but to invent new and interactive techniques of interpretive media.

The need for better understanding of mobile technology’s place in society increased dramatically in the 2000s, when wireless device use by Americans rose from about 30 to 90 percent, and data-sharing revenues from mobile use skyrocketed from $140 million to $37 billion.\textsuperscript{19} In other words, what was a fringe technology suddenly became ubiquitous, and what was a relatively well-comprehended form of communication, the telephone call, quickly morphed into a myriad of mysterious uses for highly mobile Internet-connected and hand-held computers. At heritage sites, as people began looking at their phones rather than wayside signs and wall texts and brochures, some, particularly industry practitioners and artists, responded by making early forms of mobile apps about those special places. A few researchers, meanwhile, began to ponder this phenomenon and started looking at mobile app development in heritage contexts in different ways, including as a new form of narrative, as a way to better develop ties between historical characters and places, to examine visitor behavior, to guide navigation of a historic area, to remotely search and browse cultural heritage repositories, and as a way to geolocate archival material, with a survey of additional mobile tourist guides generated during that influential 2000s decade provided by Michael Kenteris, Damianos


Gavalas, and Daphne Economou. This group of leading-edge researchers also worked in a variety of ways methodologically, with some focusing on quantitative approaches, such as counting particular activities enabled by mobile technology, or comparing app analytics after interventions, while many focused upon descriptive case studies, as a way to better understand, through action and reflection upon that action, and through a focus upon contextualizing such description.

When our research project began in June 2009, with simply an interest in this topic of national conversation, few heritage sites in the world had mobile apps associated with them, and most of those apps were expository in nature, neither interpretive nor interactive. Because of our limited access to those projects, their relatively narrow capabilities, and our desire to innovate, we decided to build an app and learn how that process worked by taking a constructivist approach through a case-study methodology.

The study of a single case—an in-depth, multifaceted investigation, using qualitative methods, of a single social phenomenon—has been proven valuable in a variety of situations, especially in allowing researchers to get as close to the action as the actors themselves. Naturalistic generalization through a case study, from recognizing similarities of objects and issues, within and outside of context, and by sensing natural covariations, is both intuitive and empirical, as a way of comparing theoretical understandings to practical examples. Because of the special circumstances in this case, with the paucity of heritage site mobile apps with interpretive and interactive elements, such a study of a bounded system allowed rich and important details to emerge that otherwise would have been hidden or obscured by other methodologies, demonstrating both the uniqueness of this project and
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the commonalities it shares with similar efforts, both present and future.\textsuperscript{23} The essence of a case study, from such a perspective, is to illuminate decision points, and to explain why they were taken, in what ways, and with what results. In that regard, we followed traditional case study methodology, including Robert K. Yin’s guidelines for a descriptive case study.\textsuperscript{24} Our approach also was guided by this research question: How can we learn more about the potential for interpretive mobile apps at historic sites by going through the process of developing one?

**Preparing the Foundation**

Both of us had been independently involved in innovative digital projects of different types in our respective industries of mass communication (Oppegaard) and historic site management (Shine) for more than a decade, from experimentation with media delivery systems, to the creation of Web-based programs, to the construction of social media identities and channels. Yet we also had not worked together before, or been a part of any mobile-oriented project prior to beginning this case study. The Fort Vancouver Mobile project started with a simple cold call, from Oppegaard to Shine, with the mobile media scholar asking the park manager, who also is a technology-inclined academic, if the Fort Vancouver National Historic Site would be interested in working on a research project related to mobile media as applied to heritage interpretation.

Academic research focused upon an industry, and operating within that industry, has been long considered by economists as a prime way for the field to create new knowledge and to fuel technological opportunities, especially when that research is conducted in public, transparent ways.\textsuperscript{25} Community engagement meanwhile has been a primary goal of the American academic system since its founding, and professors with research appointments, such as Oppegaard, have discretion about

\textsuperscript{23} Ibid.


how to spend that time, providing valuable resources to any project.\textsuperscript{26} Oppegård had worked with the National Park Service site before, as a journalist embedded in a historic Base Ball game, and Shine had taught college courses, so each of the authors had some experience working in the other’s realm.

Under Shine’s direction, the Fort Vancouver National Historic Site had been an innovator in applying digital media to historic site interpretation in the National Park Service. Shine initially worked for the National Park Service in San Francisco’s Fort Point and Presidio, where he helped develop the site’s first audio tour. At Fort Vancouver, training opportunities in Web site development led to early experimentation with podcasting and Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, and other social media platforms, which led Shine to help design and teach the agency’s first Introduction to Digital Media weeklong webinar through the Stephen T. Mather Training Center in Harpers Ferry, WV. Shine also created the site’s Public History Field School, through a partnership with Portland State University, and as an adjunct professor he integrated digital media into his class projects in historic site interpretation, including Web features, a five-year podcast plan for the NPS Civil War Sesquicentennial commemoration, and the NPS’s first interpretive iBook publication to connect material culture items to broader regional themes.

Through such efforts, the site’s receptiveness to digital projects lay in the identification of their value and the integration of their potential in park planning documents, especially those directing interpretation and education programming. While creating a long-range interpretive plan for the park’s recently opened Village area, where most of the Fort Vancouver workers lived in the mid-1800s, Shine identified the area’s unique site features (including distance away from parking areas and staffed facilities and adjacency to an active airfield and major regional railway and interstate highway transportation hub) and observed use patterns (prevalence of recreational walkers and runners rather than those seeking out the Village), while also factoring in the realities of budget and staff reductions. In those planning documents, Shine included such verbiage as:

Interpretive media and technology offer those interested in national parks added opportunities for learning experiences that fit their unique needs and interests, especially visitors with certain disabilities. In accordance with service-wide mandates, an expanding range of interpretive media shall be available to enhance the visitor experience in the Village. … New technologies offer fast-changing possibilities for connecting visitors with experiences, resources, and meanings. Surveys indicate high degrees of enjoyment and value associated with traditional outdoor media such as wayside exhibits, brochures, and bulletin cases.\(^{27}\)

In addition, rapidly changing technology is transforming the quantity, quality, and type of NPS information available to the public. New services include online publications, web sites, digital images, video files, and audiovisual services. Radio, GPS-enabled, and ambient technologies are increasingly allowing people to receive interpretation and orientation information through personal handheld devices in response to specific locations, resources, and visitor interests.\(^{28}\) As part of that development process, the Village was designated as the site’s testing ground for new media and technology projects, which helped to focus resources toward the mobile app project, by giving it a place.\(^{29}\)

Shine also integrated digital media into the final document in several critical areas. In addition to a specific recommendation for the site’s nonpersonal services, the fourth of four comprehensive site themes, “Community and Connection,” included digital media, stating that, “the concept of the Village as a community gathering place is not static; the Village story can be expanded and interpreted through the use of digital media, free and openly accessible by the public.”\(^{30}\) In addition, a specific “Visitor Experience Goal” was created, stating that future visitors to the Village should be able to “access information and interpretation for the Village through a variety of means, including personal programs, waysides and publications, and digital media.”\(^{31}\) Recommendations for personal services also addressed digital media, noting that, “in acknowledge-
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ment of the area’s logistical challenges, special consideration shall be given to web-based, e-learning, digital-based, augmented reality, and distance learning opportunities that can utilize Village resources to help students connect to the park and understand its significance. Those kinds of documented goals, and explicitly stated priorities, were essential to keep momentum on this project going over the time it took to build the app, particularly when resources at the site, and throughout the agency nationwide, were cut significantly during this development process, and numerous arguments had to be made, regionally and nationally, to keep supporting the work.

Several factors weighed heavily in the decision to designate the Village as a site for experimentation with digital media. The location of the Village presented significant challenges to interpretation. The Village, for example, is located on a pedestrian-and-bicycle trail more than a quarter-mile from the nearest parking area, away from any staffed facilities and without restroom access. Two reconstructed cabins mark the eastern boundary of the Village, but staffing limitations precluded opening them to the public except for scheduled education programs and occasional cultural demonstrations. Once visitors were able to access the Village site, however, the location presented additional challenges. Just yards away from a major rail transportation line and the intersection of a state highway and Interstate 5, the west coast’s major north-south thoroughfare, the site also sits in the direct pathway of a municipal airfield (Pearson Field) and a major international airport (Portland International). As a result, the background noise level makes traditional ranger-led tours and talks challenging to hear unless presented inside the Village’s reconstructed cabins.

Knowledge of, and access to, the Village area also had been historically limited. Not until the creation of the Fort Vancouver Landbridge in 2008 was the Village area regularly accessible to the public. Prior to that time, it was largely overgrown with Himalayan blackberries and homeless encampments, without regular public access or
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programs. In 2000 Tracy Fortmann became the park’s new superintendent, and she initiated archaeological research and programming to raise awareness of the Village area and helped to envision and create a trail through the Village to connect the historic site back to the Columbia River and its waterfront trails. Upon the opening of the Landbridge and its connecting trail system, most visitation was recreational in nature, primarily joggers, bikers, walkers, and others intent on fitness, meaning people were not necessarily coming to the place to make the historical connection. Thus, attracting the attention of these recreational visitors and piquing their interest in the area’s history became a major interpretive challenge, one that the coauthors and others in the agency believed digital media, in the form of a mobile app, could help to address.

Defining the Scope

While the coauthors and their respective organizations were open and eager to try such a partnership, in the abstract, decisions about the details had to be made soon, in terms of defining the scope of the Fort Vancouver Mobile project, such as where it should start, how ambitious its goals should be, and how success would be measured. Because mobile apps were relatively new at the time and the technology was quickly evolving, and because few models of interactive interpretive apps existed in the realm of heritage work, we were not even sure in the beginning of what we could do, how we could do it, or what the results would be. Our assumption was that we could create some significant intervention, even if in the end it was a modest one, that would enrich the media ecology of the historic site. Initial discussions revolved around simply geolocating historic imagery and then digitally embedding that imagery at its original location, similar to the approach since undertaken by Cleveland Historical and its offshoots. But because the history of Fort Vancouver primarily peaked in the mid-1800s on the frontier, few images were available, and even at that time, geolocating imagery did not seem to us to be an ambitious-enough exploration of the potential of the technology.

We instead started thinking about experimentation with interactive narrative forms, primarily because mobile technology seemed inherently interactive, with powerful sensory inputs and outputs, because both of us were interested in historical interpretation as storytelling. Also the location we had chosen to work—the Village—needed interpretive media and had been envisioned as the place for such experimentation, and because not much academic inquiry had been conducted in that area.
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In that regard, we decided to gather the best of the Village’s potential storylines and discuss which of those we would pursue in this initial mobile app. Before that, though, we also had to determine which people and skill sets we needed on the team, including key agency stakeholders, as well as assess what resources were required and available. This process became somewhat of a chicken-or-the-egg scenario, in which we did not know exactly what we needed until we had a story idea, and we did not know which story idea could be produced the best without knowing exactly who was on the team. Eventually, we decided to include stakeholders from throughout the agency’s site, including archaeologists, curators, historians, and administrators. We also included supportive professional media producers in the area, including photographers, multimedia designers, and videographers, and a supportive Web-development company, which could handle the technical issues. We included academics from three institutions—Washington State University Vancouver, Portland State University (PSU), and Texas Tech University; scholars from programs focused upon media technologies; and PSU’s history program. Practically speaking, every person in this initial group was either willing to contribute significant sweat equity to the project, or they did not stick around for long.

In our initial meeting, besides basic orientation information, we shared five paragraph-length prompts with this group that we thought could make the core of great interpretive pieces delivered through mobile technologies. At that point, we did not discuss production specifics, just narrative focus. We considered some broad topics for stories, such as integrating information about ethnic diversity at the site (more than 35 different ethnic groups lived and worked together harmoniously), archaeological knowledge (through the regular excavations), and period diseases (such as malaria and smallpox). We also discussed the issue of Native American slavery in the Village and a documented anecdote of a female African American slave at the site being emancipated, as potential storylines to explore.

All of these ideas generated significant discussion, but the group gravitated toward the topic of the native Hawaiians in the Village, the largest of the ethnic groups, and their stories of being brought to the site in the mid-1800s, under labor contracts, and encountering a polarizing figure in William Kaulehelehe, who was brought from the islands to

A screenshot of costumed interpreters reenacting the Columbia River landing of William Kaulehelehe.
help integrate British culture within the Hawaiian community by proselytizing Christianity. Not only did Fort Vancouver have some detailed documentation of Kaulehelehe’s time at the site and his struggles there, it also had a photograph of Kaulehelehe and his wife, Mary Kaai, the only Hawaiian woman known to have lived at Fort Vancouver. The research team unanimously decided to pursue the Hawaiian story, through Kaulehelehe, but no one in our group was connected to the Hawaiian culture.

The next step was to approach the regional Hawaiian cultural organization, the Ke Kukui Foundation, and talk to their board members about the project and the idea. In short, they were receptive and supportive, and we outlined ways in which we could work together. Before long, the Ke Kukui Foundation had become a fully invested and active partner in the development of this app, providing critical support, ideas, and resources. Ke Kukui members went far beyond their original commitment of basic participation in this research. Those contributions included providing performers for reenactments, ranging from the recording of period chants to full-scale video reconstructions, but also historical research assistance, cultural consulting and vetting, and marketing to a targeted audience of likely interested mobile app users. Besides simply being a conscientious and considerate partner, we think the entire relationship began well because we came to the foundation first with the idea, with an openness and willingness to work together, without an agenda or a specific prescription for how that partnership should work, or how the Hawaiian story should be told. In short, similar to the development of the National Park Service partnership, we came with an idea and let it grow as organically as possible. Meanwhile, during this multiyear development process, the Fort Vancouver National Historic Site and the Ke Kukui Foundation (as an extension of the local Hawaiian community) reestablished and strengthened ties and began building a fuller relationship that transcended the mobile app project.

Establishing the Historian’s Ethic
Besides cultural considerations, this mobile app brought together individuals with different sensibilities about source materials and storytelling styles. Some of the team’s members were experimental artists, who argued that fiction can be more truthful than nonfiction, and some of the team’s members were conservative historians or archaeologists insistent that the facts speak for themselves. From the start, though, we decided that this piece would maintain the ethical standards of the historian, in which our work would never contradict the historical record; that we would try our best to stay well within established parameters known about the period’s historical events and sociocultural practices. This stance proved critical on many occasions
when interpretive ideas were pitched, or storylines were discussed, because our initial response was to look at the historical record and what it supported before deciding how to mediate an idea or develop a thought beyond that first step of screening.

Despite those best intentions, though, several situations arose in which the answers to our historical questions we had were unknown, secondary source material turned out to be faulty, or small details escaped our attention. For example, we were developing various video reenactment pieces and wanted to somehow represent the sacred nature of the hula dance and its importance to the Hawaiians, even under British authority. The hula was suppressed in the mid-1800s as a way to denigrate the native culture of the Hawaiians. While checking the historical record, we discovered a compelling anecdote about the hula in the Village, noted in a master’s thesis at a major west coast university. In this anecdote, the student described various acts of suppression, and ridicule, of the Hawaiians, including a specific incident in which the taunting of hula dancers was so vicious that a couple of Hawaiians deserted Fort Vancouver the next day.

So we decided to film a representation of the hula (using all males, as was customary) and to show this sort of puritanical reaction and its consequences. The Ke Kukui Foundation provided dancers and actors, and we spent about six hours filming this simple scene (with a cast of about a dozen, and a crew of another six, thereby expending significant resources). Even before filming, however, we knew that we wanted to know more about this story, to provide additional context within the mobile app beyond just showing the video. A Portland State University graduate history student researched the primary documents for us and eventually found that most of what we had taken from that master’s thesis, and what had shaped our ideas about the video production, was incorrect due to student errors in the interpretation of primary documents. There were no major debates about what to do. We scrapped the video work. There was no finger pointing or ill will. We simply had a commitment to historical integrity, and, because the original idea did not meet that standard, we could not use it in the original form (although we did find a use for some of the footage more than a year later).

**Overcoming Technical Issues**

An entire monograph could be dedicated to the numerous technical issues we had to overcome during this app-development process. This is not intended to frighten those wanting to try such a project, but it is meant as a fair warning that technical issues in a constantly changing development market are not to be taken lightly. No matter how many resources we invested into the back-end
development of this project, those never kept pace with the technical changes we continually encountered. Therefore we shifted our perspective on this project from the idea of creating a polished finished product and evolved toward the more rational and reasonable goal of launching a viable mobile app, and then making each iteration of that app better than the previous version, as long as resources and interest in the project existed.

When we started this project in mid-2009, for example, each device platform required that the app be programmed in the programming language of the device. Even though the app offered essentially the same experience on different devices, it actually had to be rewritten for each platform from scratch, in divergent languages. Thus the first version of the Fort Vancouver Mobile app was programmed in both Java (Android) and Objective-C (Apple), and all changes, even small ones, had to be coded and tested, and uploaded separately. About a year into the development process, though, new HTML5 and open-source options emerged in which we were able to once again rewrite the app, this time in JavaScript, a common computing language, and to incorporate other universal computing systems that included CSS 3, PhoneGap, jQueryMobile, and additional mobile libraries that enabled us to significantly streamline the production process and increase the iterative improvements.
We launched the Fort Vancouver Mobile app to the public in June 2012, and we are able to report (as of September 2013) that the free app (in both Android and Apple forms) has been downloaded more than 1,500 times (with about a 2:1 ratio of Android:Apple). The behind-the-scenes blog that we keep on this project, www.fortvancouvermobile.net, has recorded more than 35,000 page views, and faculty contributors have given formal presentations about this project at a variety of international conferences and workshops, including for the International Communication Association, the Digital Humanities Summer Institute, and the International Design and Media Arts Association. The overall project has earned about $140,000 in grant monies to date, including funds from the National Endowment for the Humanities, all of which have helped to cover the costs of equipment, personnel, and distribution channels. The first module, based on the Hawaiian story and titled “Kanaka,” earned the coauthors the 2013 John Wesley Powell Prize for outstanding achievement in the field of historical displays from the Society for History in the Federal Government, and the overall effort of Oppegaard, as coordinator of this project, earned him the national 2012 George and Helen Hartzog Award from the National Park Service, the top individual award in the agency for external collaborators. In addition, the Fort Vancouver Mobile project is now considered a national model for the agency and was included in the National Park Service’s first Introduction to Digital Media webinar, presented service-wide to agency innovators across the country in 2011 as a way to reach toward its increasingly ambitious goals of technological innovation.

Much was unknown about mobile design when we began the development process, from seemingly small technical decisions, such as the best screen orientation for looking at historic photographs, to larger and more abstract issues, such as ideal cognitive load, when considering the user within a dynamic physical and digital juxtaposition. The constraints of mobile technology are many, including limited typefaces, small information spaces, awkward input systems, screen glare, weak audio outputs, and other factors. While each new generation of mobile devices improves these situations, empirical investigations into many of the design questions we had still have...
not been undertaken, and many of the interactive properties and compelling research questions we had about media mobilities remain unexplored. From a research perspective, that means much fertile ground remains. From a development perspective, that means even best practices in this field are speculative and generally limited in applicable value.

That said, there follow some other critical findings from this exploratory research.

Major Lessons Learned

Building Partnerships

While working on a mobile app project is not necessarily a cost-effective way to build audiences at this point, it is a dynamic form of community engagement that likely could lead federal historians to new partnerships, a more creative ecosystem of ideas, and innovative solutions to interpretive problems within their communities. At Fort Vancouver, besides the external engagement, National Park Service staff members in different disciplines – archaeologists, curators, interpreters, and others – bonded through work on this app project, breaking down compartmentalization of duties. In a variety of ways, the engagement of stakeholders in an exploratory and experimental project, particularly with the mobilities aspects of this technology, invariably lead to important questions being raised and ambitious interventions being attempted. Because mobile apps primarily succeed due to the poetics of place, or context, they are ideally situated as a tool to expand historical interpretation. As this field of inquiry matures, more practical options will emerge. Culturally, though, federal history organizations need to be trained toward supporting this type of interpretive service, through the development of foundational plans, the alignment of overall ideals, and the active practice of trying new ideas, even if some or even most fail. Building a mobile app through a community partnership is a significantly different experience for an organization from hiring a third-party developer, which could be quicker, but, in the long term, more costly. That said, a mobile app project is labor intensive, and can be frustrating, so it potentially could be a project that gets a quick dismissal, without end goals, regular meeting times, and other specific commitments in place.
Beyond the App

Just because a piece of media was created for a mobile app project does not mean it has—or will have—no other uses. While all of the media objects integrated into the Fort Vancouver Mobile project were specifically designed for the mobile app world, many of the videos, and images, ended up having secondary uses for us. Those uses included a public gallery exhibition called “The Art of Fort Vancouver Mobile,” a permanent visitors-center display that loops samples of the videos, a ringtone taken from one of the video sound files, several commissioned pieces of period music available for use throughout the site, and as a repurposed part of the content in an iBook about the objects found at Fort Vancouver. While this content can migrate around the various media channels offered by a historic site, it also can begin to help connect a historic site to its larger context—regionally, nationally, and internationally. The app, as part of the larger networked world, suddenly can bring together ideas and sources from other places, and give people in other places access to otherwise local amenities. Unlike a brochure, or wayside sign, mobile apps, in digital forms, are relatively easy to update, and can be expanded and perpetuated indefinitely. Similar to other media forms, like brochures, though, a mobile app is not intended to replace all human interaction at a historic site. It is intended to supplement the site’s mediated interpretation in new ways. That should be made clear to staff members and volunteers, who might have fears they are going to be replaced by technology, and app services should be designed to complement the successful experiences already offered, rather than replace them.

Accessibility and Awareness

Even though the Fort Vancouver Mobile app is embedded near major highways, near a large metropolitan city (Portland, OR), at the intersection of flight paths and train tracks, and next to one of the nation’s mightiest rivers, the Columbia, it still has no stable wireless connection. That means app users have to tap into personal data plans and 3G/4G connections to download the app and the streaming material it provides. Connection speed is one of the most important aspects of a mobile delivery system, and a slow connection can spoil any app work that relies on storing media outside of the personal device. As an example, at one point in development, Apple—unbeknown to us—limited its 3G downloads to apps of 10 MB, or less, about the same time we were bringing a tour group to the site to have its members try the app on their own devices. So we had several frustrated people, unable to access Wi-Fi at the site, and unable to download the app they had come to the site to try. In addition, because of the glut of mobile apps available, and because of the scarcity of mobile apps at historic sites, developers could easily create unrealistic expectations for an app at a heritage site. That could include envisioning massive amounts of downloads, and a high percent-
age of site visitors automatically thinking to download the app, without a targeted marketing plan. Even if the app is free, visitors still will need to know it exists, and how to find it in their respective markets. In our case, we instruct them to search for “Fort Vancouver.” Yet we also have experimented with a variety of marketing strategies, with mixed results. Marketing and distribution, though, have not been of primary emphasis at this point.

* * *

With a long-term and broad perspective on the development of innovative interpretive services at this historic site, the Fort Vancouver Mobile project has provided a rich opportunity for a sustainable and expansive partnership to grow among the National Park Service, academics, and industry professionals all curious about the potential application of mobile technologies to heritage learning. Through that process, students, faculty, media practitioners, and federal history employees have been able to forge together long-lasting and institutionalized programs, creating significant public benefit. Start-up opportunity costs for such partnerships are often high, as time and effort are needed to collaborate across organizations and institutional cultures, while also determining common ways to establish mutual success. By viewing such partnerships as long-term investments, though, with costs spread over time, the fruits of these collaborations come in spurts, and in surprising places. Coauthor Shine, for example, started this project seeing the mobile app as the ultimate outcome, but as his participation in this app development process grew, he taught and took workshops at Washington State University Vancouver, including a session on iBooks, which inspired him to create the ground-breaking Fort Vancouver iBook, which included a repurposing of a video reconstruction from the mobile app. That sort of circular synergy is indicative of what has happened to us throughout this development process, in which every step revealed new opportunities, forward and sideways, and every new piece placed in the puzzle exposed other areas for exploration and discovery. All of this started with a cold call, suggesting that such a partnership between a federal agency and a university might be worthwhile. From reading about these experiences, federal historians might want to consider how they would answer such a proposal; or they might even consider initiating such a call themselves.

_____________________

Photo credits: Hawaiian actors, students and app, Courtesy of Fort Vancouver National Historic Site, National Park Service; Fort Vancouver apps screens, residents in boat, Courtesy of Fort Vancouver Mobile.